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EDITORIAL

During this month will occur the last opportunity to 
observe Halley’s Comet before it slips behind the sun. It 
is doubtful that the comet will be seen in February, as it 
will be too close to the sun most of that month. It will 
also be at its maximum intrinisic brightness in February, 
because it will be at perihelion. This is what makes this 
apparition so unfortunate, since the earth is on the 
opposite side of the sun.

Nearly all members, I expect, have seen the comet by 
now. This is probably the case, despite the very bad 
observing conditions of November and December. The lucky 
thing is that both of the "Halley Nights", November 15 at 
Ramsayville, and December 14 at IRO, were good clear 
nights. Practically the only ones. Other than those two 
nights, there were only a handful of other clear nights. 
It hasn’t been easy for members to make detailed studies of 
the comet. When friends ask "Where is the comet now?", it 
is hard to answer, because it has been cloudy for weeks and 
I haven’t been able to keep track of it. The best thing is 
to refer them to the Halley booklet.

Speaking of this little book, it has been extremely 
popular with the public. The initial printing of 1000 was 
quickly given away, largely in mailings. For about a 
month, P.O , box 6617 at Station J was so full, that I had 
to go to the counter to pick up the over flow. One time, 
there was a bag containing about 500 letters, and weighing 
about 15 kilograms! This tremendous response was due 
almost exclusively to 2 articles in The Citizen which gave 
our address. We ran out of booklets, and we quickly found 
a printer (Campbell, who also do Astronotes ) who was
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willing to do another 500 for us. These have also been 
given away. We expect another 1000 soon. We will need 
them, as the "lifetime” of Halley’s Comet is only half 
over.

Last month you read about the media experiences of 
Doug George, Brian Burke, and Rob McCallum. The comet is 
getting quite popular among the press. The Citizen 
interviewed me for an article about comets, which should be 
out by the time you read this. Recently, I appeared on a 
show broadcast in Quebec, which was produced by the Quebec 
astronomical clubs. A very professional production it was, 
too; they hired a private company to do the job. And on 
March 5, watch for me on The Nature of Things. This was 
filmed at IRO early in December. We had to try twice; on 
the first night we had scheduled there was a tremendous 
snowstorm. As a result, David Suzuki’s family missed 
seeing Halley’s Comet from IRO. They had come specially 
just to see it, but they had to leave Ottawa before the 
next day. Two days later we tried again, and even though 
it wasn’t clear, at least it wasn’t snowing.

So, try to get out and see the comet this month. Its 
magnitude is in the 4's, and ought to be visible to the 
naked eye in a good sky. The binocular view will be good, 
and in a telescope you should see a definite tail. The 
worst enemy will be the weather. Let’s hope for the best.

*  *  *

OBSERVER’S GROUP MEETING - DECEMBER 6 Daniel Rollin

Chairman Doug George opened up the meeting at 8:15 pm, 
with 81 people in attendance, of whom 21 were non-members. 
Due to the expected large attendance, the meeting was held 
in the auditorium instead of room 3001, and will be for the 
next few months. Forthcoming activities were announced. 
The Centre meeting will be held on January 14, with Ian 
Halliday speaking on "The Return of Halley’s Comet". There 
will be a member’s Star Night at IRO on December 13. 
Starting on December 15 and continuing on the second Sunday 
of every month, there will be beginner’s nights in the 
auditorium of the National Museum of Science and 
Technology.

Fred Lossing showed the tracking platform he built. 
It features a motor drive which allows him to take 
10-minute exposures with no supervision required. He also 
announced that he could get a hold of a dozen 10-stage



photomultiplier tubes which he is going to sell at $30 
each. Fred can be reached at 733-2715 after 1 pm.

Bill Dey showed another type of platform which is hand 
driven and can fold down to the size of a briefcase.

Kyle Nunas talked about the rare appearance of Mare 
Orientalis. Unfortunately, the weather conditions have 
forced Ottawa members to wait another 18 years.

Paul Comision talked about star and moon atlases. He 
pointed out that size was the chief parameter to check when 
purchasing an atlas. It must be small enough to be 
easily handled in the field, yet it must contain sufficient 
details. Atlases that partition off the sky into a set of 
plates are ideal, provided that the plates are 
well-indexed.

Rolf Meier showed a tracking equatorial mount 
featuring an oscillator powered by a battery. He then 
showed slides of Halley’s Comet taken with normal and 
telephoto lenses from the mount. He also showed pictures 
of the RASC picnic, an aurora, and the Veil Nebula using 
the 16-inch at IRO.

Pierre Deguire, our newly-elected astrophotography 
coordinator, gave useful tips to novices. Among the useful 
advice, he explained that one should use a camera equiped 
with a mechanical shutter. He also showed photographs 
taken by a beginner who carefully followed the basic rules 
with success.

Paul Mortfield showed some spectacular shots of 
Halley’s Comet near the Pleiades and occulting a star.

Max Stuart explained the theory behind his
Schiefspieglar telescope and demonstrated the mirror 
grinding techniques he is using.

Frank Roy presented the results of his and other 
members observations of the Perseids and the Orionids. 
Interestingly enough, the results showed that some of the 
novice observers could train very rapidly at evaluating the 
magnitudes and even half-magnitudes of a meteor. Frank
also showed slides of Halley and the Pleiades.

Brian Burke thanked members who attended the very 
successful public Halley night at Ramsayville Public 
School. He also mentioned that the Ottawa Centre's
"Observing Halley's Comet" booklet is so popular that more 
had to be printed. Priority will be given to people who 
send a SSAE. High school students can still obtain copies 
from the science coordinator in each of the Ottawa-Carleton 
schools.

The meeting was closed at 10:40 pm.
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CENTRE MEETING REMINDER Brian Burke

Dr. Ian Halliday of HIA will present his talk entitled 
"The Return of Halley's Comet" on Tuesday, January 14, at 8 
pm in the auditorium of NRC, 100 Sussex Drive. The
abstract for Dr. Halliday's talk was published in last 
month's Astronotes.

* * *

IRO SLIDE SET OF 1985 Frank Roy

A set of 30 astronomical slides has been made 
available. The set is a collection of some of the best
astrophotographs taken by club members during the past 10 
years. The slides are being sold to buy equipment for 
IRO. The set is available for $30 from Frank Roy. You can 
contact me at 820-0874 or you can see me at Observer's 
Group meetings.

* * *

REPORT ON IRO HALLEY NIGHT Doug George

About 40 people visited IRO on Saturday, December 14 
to see Halley's Comet. Despite occasional cloudy periods, 
everyone was able to view the comet through several 
instruments. Many people brought their own telescopes of 
binoculars so they could find the comet themselves.

Due to the cold weather, the clubhouse was often very 
crowded, with people pursuing lively conversations about 
astronomy, and of course Halley's Comet. The snowy parking 
lot was also crowded, but fortunately was able to handle 
the load.

Halley's Comet is presently naked-eye visible, if you 
look carefully and have very dark skies. At magnitude 5, 
it has a faint, narrow ion tail, as well as a broader but 
short dust tail. A large telescope is required to see this 
much detail. Moon conditions interfere with viewing until 
early January, although the comet is bright enought to find 
with binoculars, even under poor sky conditions.

* * *

Articles for the February issue of Astronotes are due by 
January 20.
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THE SEARCH FOR THE FLASHER Part 2

by Ken Tapping and Paul Feldman

Editor's note: Part 1 appeared in Astronotes last month.
The article concluded then by proposing an X-ray burster as 
a possible cause of the Flasher. This month, we pursue 
other theories.

Maybe the Flasher is an extreme form of a gamma-ray 
burster. Objects have been found which give off bursts of 
gamma radiation. These gamma ray bursts may be accompanied 
by optical flashes having optical luminousities much higher 
than the gamma ray luminousity. Perhaps the Flasher is 
such an example. Searches for gamma ray bursters are still 
fairly rudimentary so the lack of a reported source in the 
part of the sky of interest to us is no great problem. 
There are many other possibilities; with so few hard facts 
there is a lot of scope for the (scientific) imagination.

Confirming (or not) the existence of the Flasher and 
getting accurate positional measurements is a tailor-made 
project for amateurs. It requires little instrumentation, 
and the possibility exists for making a real contribution 
to science. This is true whether a positive or negative 
result is obtained. So we propose a program of
observations that we in the Ottawa Centre (for example) can 
do this winter which will go a long way towards testing the 
validity of the observations by Katz et al. One 
photograph, the validity may be open to question, is not a 
good place to leave this possiblity. If nobody picks up 
this investigation, the chance for amateurs to make a 
significant astronomical contribution could be thrown 
away. Bill Katz could be right! Unless someone tests the 
observation, we may never know.

This winter we will be running a search for the 
Flasher. We invite everyone to contribute. As often as 
possible we are going to photograph the area of sky where 
the Flasher has been reported. If simultaneous exposures 
are made at different locations, all the better. There are 
two easy methods. Rill Katz uses a fixed camera. Fred 
Lossing and Ken Tapping have used a piggy-back camera on a 
driven telescope.

Fixed Camera

This is the simplest method but does not yield as good
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a position as the second method. The camera is mounted on 
a tripod so that the centre of the field lies a degree or 
two to the west of the Flasher position. A time exposure 
of 5 to 10 minutes is then made. Stars will leave tracks 
but a flash will produce a star-like dot. At least some of 
the tracks must start and end on the slide, so this sets a 
limit for the exposure for a given lens focal length. If 
simultaneous observations are made by eye, then the moment 
a flash is seen the shutter can be closed. A good position 
can then be obtained using the western ends of the star 
tracks for the star positions. The actual exposure length 
is set by the field film speed, background sky brightness, 
and focal length of the lens used. One very exciting 
possibility offered by this technique is if the flasher is 
a faint but recordable object which suddenly brightens and 
then fades to its original magnitude. The photograph will 
show a faint track with a bright dot superimposed upon it. 
It will then be possible to tie the Flasher to a known, 
visible, and probably cataloged body!

Tracking Camera

Piggy-back photography on a driven telescope is a very 
common astrophotographic technique so we don’t need to say 
much here, Fred Lossing and Ken Tapping used this method 
in November 1984 while searching for the Flasher. A 
continuous series of 5-minutes exposures were made on ISO 
400 black-and-white film. A 350-mm f/5.6 lens was used. 
The field was about 5 degrees. The photographs were taken 
in Aylmer, and the moon was in the sky for part of the 
time.

There is no need to go out of town to make these 
observations. Photography of star-like objects (having so 
small an angular diameter that the image size depends on 
the observing instrument) can be done against quite bright 
backgrounds. This is because the brightness of a "point” 
image is determined by the area of the objective lens; that 
is, how much light you collect. On the other hand, the 
sensitivity to diffuse objects, such as a bright 
background, depends upon the f-ratio of the lens; the lower 
the f-ratio, the greater the sensitivity to background 
light. For observation from town, pick a long-focus 
telephoto lens or telescope with as big an objective as 
possible, and the longest focal length consistent with a 
reasonable sized field. Five to ten degrees is a good
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number to start with. There should be enough stars in the 
field for positional determination to be possible. In 
addition, at this point we should not narrow the search 
area too much. If the first method is being used, the 
field has to be large enough for the star tracks generated 
during the exposure.

Non-photographic methods can be effectively employed, 
especially when in parallel with photographic 
observations. A photometer could be used to monitor the 
brightness of the candidate area of the sky. If the time 
resolution of the data recording system is sufficient, a 
calibrated light curve of the flash, together with accurate 
times of the event can be obtained. This would be 
invaluable in identifying the nature of the Flasher and in 
correlating the optical event with observations made at 
other wavelengths (for example satellite observations of 
X-ray and gamma radiation).

The figure at the end of this article shows a map 
which has been prepared from the Lossing/Tapping 
photographs. It shows stars down to about magnitude 10. 
The position derived from the Katz/Adair photograph is 
shown (K). It is interesting to note that the variable 
star UZ Persei lies within a degree or so of the Katz 
position. In order to make the diagram easy to draw, the 
very slight curvature of the RA and Dec lines is not shown.

There is a grave danger that this possibly meaningful 
observation will be ignored and become forgotten because of 
skepticism on the part of the astronomical community. 
There is a chance that we are chasing a red herring, but 
that is what most of science is all about. We just can't 
take for granted that any observation which is difficult to 
check or which dosen't fit our current picture of the 
universe is erroneous. We may miss something which is very 
important. For this reason we should try a program of 
observations this winter that will enable us to give the 
Flasher observations a good testing.

If we assume that the visual reports of flashes are 
valid, between now and next spring (when the Aries/Perseus 
regions moves into daylight) there should be at least 5 
flashes that are observable by us. It will not be possible 
for any individual to monitor the region for a significant 
fraction of this time, but if several or more observers 
work on the problem, the chances of missing a flash become 
much smaller. There will also be a chance that two
independant observers will catch the same event, in which case we will have solid proof of its validity. We invite
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observers to join in with us in photographically monitoring 
the Flasher region during this winter. The two 
photographic methods are easy to use and can be done from 
your back yard. If you do observe something, then drop a 
note into the "Flasher” box in the library outside room 
3001. We will report in Astronotes and at meetings.

This is a real opportunity for observers to get 
involved in some real science (with the usual uncertainty 
of outcome). If we manage to run a reasonable monitoring 
program this winter, in the spring the Centre can produce a 
report which will make a valid statement about the possible 
existence of the Flasher.

We can be reached at the Herzberg Institute of 
Astrophysics, 613-993-6060.
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PUBLIC HALLEY NIGHT! Doug George

After much searching, we have finally found a good 
site for a Public Halley Night. The event is planned for 
Saturday, January 4, 1986. It will start at 5:30 pm, and 
will end by 8 pm. In the event of cloudy weather, it will 
take place on Sunday. Note that this is Saturday/Sunday, 
not Friday/Saturday as ususal. This is due to the fact 
that the comet is visible in the early evening. The 
location is the Huntley Centennial Public School in Carp.

We need volunteers to help out! Aside from people 
with telescopes (which we definitely need), we need people 
to answer questions, explain the use of binoculars, and 
assist telescope operators. For more information, call 
Sandy Ferguson at 829-7514. Don’t call me - all you'll get 
is a recorded message for the public (we learned a few 
things last time!)

If you are going to help, please arrive early! At the 
last star party the set-up procedure was disrupted by 
dozens of members of the public who arrived early, and we 
were undermanned. To avoid this, we would appreciate it if 
you could arrive at least an hour in advance, if you can 
manage it.

* * *

THE 1985 PERSEIDS AND ORIONIDS Frank Roy

It was a warm and clear night for the Perseids, and 6 
of us observed the meteors at the IRO. The rates were 
about 55 per hour from 01:00 EDT to 02:00. The date was 
August 11/12, 1985. Reproduced here are the curves for two 
of the observers. The data was tabulated from a total 
observing time of 4 hours (22:00 to 02:00 EDT). As you can 
see from the curves, the more experienced observers have a 
more regular distribution, since the inexperienced 
observers tend not to call half magnitudes.

Excellent skies prevailed for the viewing of the 
Orionids at IRO. Sandra Ferguson, Doug George and me 
observed for about 3.5 hours, from 01:12 EST to 04:52 EST. 
A total of 343 meteors was called. Rates reached 28 per 
hour for the last half hour. Judging from the curves for 
Doug and myself there was a greater proportion of faint 
meteors of 4.5 magnitude. The rate curve, plotted at 
10-minute intervals, indicates a slight increase at 03:12, 
but this could be due to sky conditions. The plots follow.
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Opposite is a map showing how Halley’s Comet rides off 
into the sunset this month.

The wavy line shows the position of the horizon at the 
date and time indicated. The comet's position is for about 
7 pm EST. This map is a portion of the one which appears 
in the Halley Booklet, and which was reproduced whole in 
last month's issue.

The comet should have a definite tail by the end of 
January. But notice how it is slipping so low. Take 
careful note of twilight and moon conditions, which could 
spoil your view. The comet will probably not be seen in 
February, and only briefly in March from the Ottawa area. 
Take advantage of all the clear skies you can.

* * *
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